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Abstract 
 
   In this paper we follow the Schwinger approach for angular momentum but with the 
polar basis of harmonic oscillator as a starting point. We derive by a new method two 
analytic expressions of the elements of passage matrix from the double polar basis to 4- 
dimensions polar basis of the harmonic oscillator. These expressions are functions of the 
modules of magnetic moments. The connection between our results and the results 
derived by the group theory of Laguerre polynomials is found. We determine a new 
expression for these elements in terms of magnetic moments in the general case. We 
deduce from these expressions the symmetries of 3j symbols. A new generating function 
of the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients, functions of the modules of magnetic moments are 
found. We prove that the generating function of recoupling coefficients 3nj for the polar 
basis are the same in the Schwinger‘s approach therefore the polar basis of harmonic 
oscillator may be a starting point to study the angular momentum.  
  
 
1-Introduction 
 
  The theory of angular momentum occupies an important position in the development of 
all physical theories of atomic physics, nuclear physics and particle physics. We observe 
in this theory that the Wigner’s D-matrix elements are functions of Jacobi polynomials 
),( βα
nP with positive indices, α and β, but all the results derived from it are valid without 
this restriction by making use of the symmetry properties [1]. The extension of this idea 
to Clebsh-Gordan coefficients remain to be proven in the general case.  
     We find also in the famous Schwinger’s work “on angular momentum” [2] a search  
of a generating function for 3j symbols function of modules of magnetic moments but  
the function obtained was with three parameters are not usable for obtaining a simple 
expression of these symbols. On the other hand in many bases [3-6] there are also other 
useful physical polynomials with restrictive indices and the matrix elements of passage 
between the bases has symmetry and may be calculated without restriction. So the 
problem is more general and occurs in many problems of quantum physics. 
     To verify this point of view we choose the polar basis of harmonic oscillator (2dPH) 
as a basis, unlike Schwinger abstract basis, for the study of angular momentum [6, 8]. 
The double polar basis )4( dPH is function of the product of Jacobi polynomials for the 
 2
angular part and Laguerre polynomials for the radial; this allows us to calculate the 
matrix elements )4()2(2 dPHdPH  using the orthogonality of these polynomials. We 
propose two different methods and we derive two expressions for the restrictive indices.  
  We perform also the calculation for unrestricted indices with a new generating function 
for the polar basis (2dPH) so we get new expressions of these coefficients. The 
identification of these expressions shows that the restriction of these indices is due to the 
symmetry. We find the integral representation of Clebsh-Gordan coefficients in terms of 
Laguerre polynomial then we deduce a new generating function dependant of two 
parameters and from which we can deduce the analytical expression. We prove the  
Relation between our results and the results derived by the group theory of Laguerre 
polynomials [7].We prove also that the recoupling coefficients are the same of 
Schwinger's approach therefore they are independent of the choice of the polar basis. 
Applying our method to classical groups will be the subject of another paper.  
   The plan of the paper is as follows. We begin, in section 2, by reviewing the basis of 
(2dPH) and 4-dimension polar basis of the harmonic oscillator. In section 3, we give a 
derivation of the generating function for the passage matrix elements between bases 
in terms of the module of magnetic moments. We expose in section 4 the relation of our 
method and the group theory of Laguerre polynomials. In section 5 we find the 
Generating functions of passage elements from 2(2dPH) to 4-dimensions polar basis in 
terms of magnetic moments (general case). Section 6 is devoted to resume our results on 
the symmetry of 3j symbols and the new generating functions of Clebsh-Gordan 
coefficients. In Section 6 we prove the connection between Schwinger approach for 6j, 9j 
symbols and the polar basis of harmonic oscillator. 
 
2. The basis of (2dPH) and 4-dimension polar 
basis of harmonic oscillator 
 
  Using the method of separation of variables we can find the polar basis and the 4-
dimensional polar basis of harmonic oscillator. We shall give only the expressions of 
these bases [9].  
2.1- The basis of 2(2dPH) ),,,( 21 βαρρ                                
   To determine the eigenfunctions of two dimensions harmonic oscillator we put 
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The double polar basic of harmonic oscillator 2(2dPH) is 
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With                                       222111 , mnjmnj +=+=                                       (2.6)    
2.2- The 4-dimensions polar basis (4dPH) ),,,( ϕθψu  
     We choose a new parameterization of the harmonic oscillator basis (4dPH) 
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With             2/)(,2/)( ϕψβψϕα +=−= , ψ, θ and φ are Euler’s angles. 
                       23 8/,20,20,2/0 ππϕπψπθ Ω=≤≤≤≤≤≤ drdrrdr  
With these notations we can go to the dimensions 8, 16, 32... [21]. 
The eigenfunctions of the harmonic oscillator (4dPH) [1-3, 7] is:  
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3. Expression and generating function of the passage matrix elements  
between bases in terms of the module of magnetic moments 
   
  We observe that the functions of the basis, the radial and the angular are orthogonal 
polynomials so we can use either one or the other of these functions for calculating the 
matrix elements of passage mmnjmjmj '32211 , ΨΦΦ .  
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3.1 Elements of the passage matrix (first method) 
  We can do the calculation by the generating functions methods of Laguerre polynomials 
[10, 18-20] but we will just do the calculations by a new and much simpler method using 
the developments of these polynomials. 
 Starting from the development 
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We deduce that the elements of the matrix are: 
          ),(),(),( '2111' 3221122113 ψθϕαραρ rrd mmnjmjmjmjmjmmnj ΨΦΦ=ΦΦΨ ∫ r       (3.2) 
3.1.1 Integration of radial part 
   We know that any polynomial of degree n can be written in ascending order from zero 
to n or descending order from n to zero. We will use the second form in the development 
of Laguerre polynomials [13]: 
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The power of r is 
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Using the formula [14]  
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                                   0321 ≥−−−−+ kjjijj . 
Orthogonality of the generalized Laguerre polynomials (2.4) implies that k must be equal 
to n ( 321 jjjn −+= ) for the integral (3.2) be different from zero. We deduce that     
                                        0321 ≥−−=−−−−+ jikjjijj  
But i and j are positive numbers we thus infer that i = j = 0. We then do the integration on 
the radial part with (2.4). 
3.1.2 Integration of angular part and matrix elements 
 We evaluate the integral of angular part of (3.2) with the help of integral over the 
product of three D’s or the Gaunt integral [1, 15] in terms of Clebsh-Gordan: 
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Analogue result is already obtained by Mardoyan and al. [3] and [4-5] by an 
approximation method.  
3.2 Elements of the passage matrix using the radial functions (Second method) 
    The method of calculation of these elements using the radial functions is very useful 
for many applications [11-12]. We start from the expression 
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By applying (3.5) and identifying the two sides of (3.11) we find the analytic expression 
of matrix elements in term of the hypergeometric function )1(23 F :    
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4. Elements of the passage matrix and group theory of 
Laguerre polynomials 
 
 We observe that the basis )2(2 dPH  has several developments, among other )4( dPH , 
the development found by Vilenkin [7] using the group theory. We also give the 
analytical expression of a Clebsh-Gordan coefficient which is particularly useful in 
comparing these developments. 
4.1 Group theory of Laguerre polynomials and the passage matrix 
     To determine the passage matrix elements we develop the basis )2(2 dPH on the 
base )4( dPH  using the expression (3.4) and the expression already established by 
Vilenkin [7] and the comparisons of these expressions.  
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By coupling the product of Wigner’s D-matrix then using Regge symmetry  
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Comparing this expression with (3.1) shows that we must develop the basis 
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Conversely: We start from the expression (3.1) and we use (4.3) and (4.4) we find the 
expression (4.1). 
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4.2 Expression of the coefficient ')(',';, 212121 lmllmmll  
In the expression (4.3) we use the development (3.3) of Laguerre polynomial and then 
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Put kli −= 22   and identify the two sides of (4.6) we find finally the expression of 
Clebsh-Gordan coefficient. 
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By identifying also the expression (4.3) with (3.1) and using the orthogonality of 
Laguerre polynomials we find the integral representation of the coefficient:   
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5. Generating functions of passage elements from 2(2dPH) to 4-dimensions  
polar basis in terms of magnetic moments (general case) 
 
     We build first a new generating function of the polar basis )2( dPH  and the 
generating functions of )4( dPH . We derive from the overlap of these functions the 
generating functions of matrix elements in term of magnetic moments (general case). 
5. 1 The new generating function for the polar basis 
  We know that the Cartesian basis of harmonic oscillator in Dirac notations is  
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The new basis 21 , NN can be written in the form 
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This basis is function of zL and N  with the values 2m and 2j. 
The new generating function may be written in the form: 
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5.2 The generating function of the 4-dimensions polar basis (4dPH)  
  The generating function of the basis (4dPH) may be deduced from the generating 
function of Wigner's D-matrix and the generating function of Laguerre polynomials 
5.2.1 The generating function of Wigner's D-matrix 
   The Schwinger generating function [2] of Wigner’s D-matrix is:       
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5.2.2 Generating function of Laguerre polynomials   
 The generating function of Laguerre polynomials, [18-19] is:   
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5.2.3 The generating function of the basis (4dPH) 
        Using the above generating functions we find 
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5.3 Generating function of passage matrix elements.  
The generating function of the passage matrix elements 
22113321
,)( mjmjmjjj ΦΦΨ  
may be written in the form: 
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A simple calculation gives the generating functions 
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this expression is the generating functions of the 3j symbols of Schwinger [2].               
 We find after development of (5.11) and the identification with (5.10) the expression of 
the elements matrix of passage in terms of magnetic moments (general case). 
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We find also the interesting transformation 
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6. The symmetry of 3j symbols and the new generating 
 functions of Clebsh-Gordan coefficients 
 
   We give first the symmetry coefficients Clebsh-Gordan, result of the preceding 
paragraphs, and then the new generating function of these coefficients which is a function 
of two parameters only.     
6.1 Symmetry of 3j symbols  
Comparing the expressions (3.7) and (5.12) we obtain two equivalent expressions of 
Clebsh-Gordan coefficients:               
mmmmmmmm mjjjmmjj 33212121 )(, =
mmmmmmmm mjjjmmjj 33212121 )(,  
We find four expressions of symmetry [16-17] 
                           
.,,,
,,,,
22112211
22112211
mmmmmmmm
mmmmmmmm
−=−=−==
=−===
                          (6.1) 
We made a computer program (Maple) to make the verification. 
Put                         21212112 , jjJJmmJJ +=+−=−  
With      2121212211 ,2/)(,2/)( MMmmMJJMmJJMm +=+=−+=+−=  
We obtain also in terms of 3j symbols the expression: 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−+++−++−
−+++−+
=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
− MmmMMmmMM
jmmJJmmJJ
MMM
jJJ
2/)(2/)(
2/)(2/)(
21212121
321212121
21
321  
6.2 The new generating function of Clebsh-Gordan coefficients 
   Multiplying the two sides of the expression (3.11) by )()( 1
1
21 2 xLx mn
mm + and after 
integration we find:  
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 And ),( mjA = 
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With the help of the generating function of Laguerre polynomial we derive the new 
generating function of Clebsh-Gordan coefficients  
                                  =ΦΦΨ∑ 221133211 )(),( 1 mjmjmjjjnn vumjA  
                         =
−
−−
−
−−
−
++
∝
−+∫ dxev
vxv
u
uxux x
mj
mmj
1222
0
)(
13
213
)1(
)]1/(exp[
)1(
)]1/(exp[)(  
                            
1)(
)()1(
213
213
213213
)1(
)1()1()!(
+−+
+−−−+−
−
−−
−+
mmj
mmjmmj
uv
vummj                         (6.2)                         
So we obtain a generating function with two parameters and not three as in the 
Schwinger's work [2] and the development of this expression gives (3.12). 
 
7. Schwinger approach for 6j, 9j symbols and  
the polar basis of harmonic oscillator 
 
    In this part we determine the function of the coupling of two angular momentums in 
terms of creation operators of the polar basis of oscillator and we demonstrate that the 
choice of the polar basis gives also the recoupling coefficients 3nj. 
7.1 The generating function of the coupled basis in terms of creation operators 
       In this part we choose the polar basis by   
                                0,0)1( 21
mjmjmj AAjm −+++−−=                                                (7.1) 
And the generating function of the elements of passage )4()2(2 dPHpdPH  is 
             )]()'()'(exp[)',,,( 21
'
2
'
131221212211 ttttttttttG −++++= αηηαηηαηα                  
Using Fock-Bargmann space and Schwinger notations we write 
             )()()(exp[),,,( 122122112211 bababxbxaxaxbaxG −++++= γβαα              (7.2) 
The generating function of the 4- dimension polar basis which is the coupling basis  
  ),(),,(),,(),,,(),,( 2
12212)(1121)( 2211 ∏∫ == imjmj badbaFbaFbaxGqxG μϕρϕραα          (7.3) 
With                                   ),,(),,,,( 4321 γβαα == uuuuq  
Writing this expression in terms of creations and destructions operators: 
                    )()(}),(),,,({),,( 12 bdadbaFbaxGAxG μμαα ∫=                                (7.4) 
),(12 baF  Is the generating function of the uncoupled basis.  
With                        0)exp(),( 21324112
12 ++++
−+−= AbAaAaAbbaF  
We find also 
0)]()()(exp[),,( 32411221232411
++++++++
−++−++−= AAAAsAAAAAG ηηξηηξηα  
And                        ),,(),,( AGrrG ηαψθϕηα =r                                                   (7.5) 
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  The development of this expression gives the expression of the function (2.10) in terms 
of the creation and destruction operators of harmonic oscillator. This result is similar to 
the well known three-dimensional case of harmonic oscillator [22]. 
7.2 The coupling of three and four angular momentum 
    To determine the expressions of Racah coefficients and 9j symbols we follow 
Schwinger's method for the coupling of angular momentum.  
We write the coupling of four angular momentums by two different ways. 
                                      )()()()( 32414321 JJJJJJJJJ
rrrrrrrrr
+++=+++=                    (7.6) 
 Put                    2432
'
21441
'
13443212211 )(,)(,)(,)( jjjJjjjJjjjJjjjJ ====  
And to be the clearest possible we write 
       ),(),,(),,(),,,()),(,( 2212)(1121)( 2211 badbaFbaFbaxGqabxG mjmj μϕρϕραα ∫=      (7.7) 
We denote the generating function of the first coupling by 
     )),()),(,()),(,(),,,(),;,( 22341112321, 21 yxdqcdyGqabxGyxzGqqzG JJ μαααα ∫=   (7.8) 
                  ∫= ),,(),,(){,,( 2212)(1121)(, 221121 ϕρϕρα baFbaFabcdzG mjmjJJ  
                              ),,,()},,(),,( 4412)(3321)( 4433 dcbaddcFdcF mjmj μϕρϕρ×  
With                                   ,),,( ),,(, 21
abcdzQ
JJ eabcdzG
αα =    
      
)()()()(][
][][][[][][),,(
11211222223
12321311333
zdzczbzaac
adbcbdcdababcdzQ
βγβγαγαγβαγ
βαγβαγβαγβαα
+++++
++++=
          (7.9)      
And                               22111221 )(,][ babaabbabaab +=−=  
                         ),,(),,,,(),,,,( 8765243211 iiiiuuuuquuuuq γβαα ===  
The generating function of the second coupling is 
     ∫= ),,(),,(){,,'()',';,'( 2212)(1121)(','21, 221121'2'1 ϕρϕραα daFdaFadcbzGqqzG mjmjJJJJ   
                                     )',',','()},,(),,( 4412)(3321)( 4433 dcbadbcFbcF mjmj μϕρϕρ×  
And                           )',','('),,,,('),,,,(' 4365287211 iiiiuuuuquuuuq γβαα ===  
The generating function of the recoupling coefficient jJJjJJ )()( '2
'
121  is: 
                    ∏∫ == 8 121,21, ),;,()',';,'([),;',( 21'2'1 i iJJJJ duqqzGqqzGzzG αααα          (7.10)                  
 But       ∫ +++= ''''34123214 )}',',','(),(),()','()','( ddccbbaaedcbaddcFbaFbcFdaF μ  
In Fock-Bargmann space we use the formula  
                                           )'()'()( ' zdzfezf zz μ∫=                                                   (7.11) 
We find finally  
       ),,,,(),,(),,'([)()((
21'2
'
1
,,
'
2
'
121 zdcbadabcdzGbcdazGjJJjJJG JJJJ μαα∫=    (7.12) 
The calculation of this expression is done by means of Bargmann integral [15, 17] and it 
is clear that we get the same Schwinger generating functions of 6j and 9j symbols. The 
generalization of this result to recoupling coefficients 3nj may be done by the same 
method. 
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